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Help desk solutions that automate service 
management are greatly increasing IT's ability to 
quickly resolve problems while reducing costs. Now, 
those benefits can be extended by adding innovative 
communications services. 

For decades, companies of all sizes have embraced information technology service 
management, or ITSM, as a way of becoming great organizations. By tapping into 
established frameworks of best practices, they consistently realized measurable results 
from their IT investments. Known as ITIL, or IT infrastructure library, these best practices 
kept everything from desktop computers to on-premises telecommunications systems 
operating smoothly. Nearly all large US enterprises have some form of ITIL in place today.

But even the most up-to-date ITSM framework—the ITIL, 2011 edition—is not enough to 
safeguard your company's competitive position in an ever more complex and customer-
focused world.  In an August 29, 2012 report titled "Five Steps To Transform Your IT 
Service Management Today, " Forrester Research, Inc. Principal Analyst Eveline Oehrlich 
writes that it's imperative for IT departments to shift their thinking and embrace tools 
designed for a world dictated by customer preference. 
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"ITSM must change from its traditional focus on internal IT efficiencies and delivery of 
technology components to an obsession with putting the customer first and delivering 
technology services," Oehrlich writes. "To do this, drop the ‘IT’ from ITSM and add 
automation instead to yield service management and automation."  

In a recent webinar sponsored by Twilio, "What's Next For ITSM: Cloud-based Tools and 
Communications APIs," Oehrlich examined how communications APIs are driving 
automation. In the rest of this white paper, we'll take a closer look at how 
communications applications designed specifically for ITSM are enhancing the user 
experience, promoting instant response, deepening organizational agility and increasing 
satisfaction for both help desk customers and help desk employees themselves.

Surveys—increasing response rates

Customer surveys have long been the tool of choice for IT departments wanting to 
measure customer satisfaction. As soon as a ticket is closed, it’s common for an 
automated workflow to trigger an email survey. However, in recent years, these surveys 
have grown less effective. 

Email is no longer the best communications channel to reach many of IT’s customers. A 
generation of employees have embraced more real-time methods like SMS. Email survey 
response rates are low, and the information in them is frequently out of date.
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Patrick Stonelake, a cofounder of Fruition Partners, an ITSM consulting firm, recommends 
integrating SMS or phone surveys into the ticketing workflow so that surveys can be 
delivered via the channels that many employees now prefer. 

“This has provided a tangible benefit to our customers,” Stonelake says. “They are getting 
a 90 percent response rate compared to a 10 percent response rate.”

Incident response: getting the right info to the 
right person

If a glitch causes a critical system or service to go down, chances are that members of 
your IT department will be notified by an automated blast sent to mobile devices and 
legacy pager systems. The team will then respond by calling each other or by logging into 
other systems. Each additional action will cost time.

But what if the entire incident response workflow could be made smarter and more 
streamlined? Instead of sending out a one-way blast of alerts, an application can be 
programmed to notify only the people who need to know about the incident. The app 
could also respond automatically to detailed requests for more information. These two-
way communications apps allow for more intelligent and quicker responses. 
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Customer Surveys
 The response rate to SMS 
surveys is 90 percent, 
compared to 10 percent for 
email surveys, according to 
Fruition Partners.
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Automated remote response

Getting the right people the information they need is the first step in better incident 
response. To achieve even greater agility, IT departments are adding communications to 
ITSM so that the initial notification also offers an immediate way to respond. For example, 
after gaining an understanding of the cause of an incident, a team member could choose 
from a menu of automated actions. At the touch of a button on any mobile device, he or 
she could activate a script that shuts down malfunctioning equipment, boots up 
additional servers, or grants or revokes access.

“By integrating communications into your service management system, we can do remote 
execution on any script that you’ve written,” said Marc Talluto, the CEO of Fruition 
Partners. Such scripts are letting IT departments dramatically reduce response times and 
eliminate human errors.
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Dynamically generated conference calls

Automated scripts can be written to handle any contingencies that can be foreseen. But 
what about unforeseen emergencies—critical events that take everyone by surprise? 
Integrating communications into your service management systems can also lead to 
better decision making and a more streamlined response to unanticipated calamities.

An emergency response app that notifies the right people could also include an option 
that automatically creates a conference call among members of the emergency response 
advisory board, without anyone having to do anything more than answer a phone call. 
The group’s discussion could then be automatically recorded and archived. The decision-
making process could later be revisited, reviewed and improved.

Escalations—reaching beyond the help desk

In an ideal world, the help desk is an all-powerful ticket-resolving machine, able to restore 
vaporized files and bring comatose devices back to life. But often, in the real world, the 
help desk itself needs help. This can lead to unproductive workflows as tickets are 
escalated to experts outside of IT. The potential for confusion multiplies when an 
employee needs to coordinate remote teams of outside experts working in different 
geographies.
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A communications app that’s integrated into service management systems can be 
particularly helpful in maintaining visibility. As each team member completes his or her 
role, managers can see the progress, review each task and set additional priorities. A 
record of all interactions, preserved in either voice records or SMS logs makes it easy to 
identify best practices, as well as troubleshoot if things go wrong.

Interactive voice response: reducing the mean 
time to respond, enabling self service

There are countless ways in which integrating communications into a service 
management system can reduce the mean time to respond. At the most basic level, 
being able to incorporate voice and SMS communications as part of help desk workflows 
means information is exchanged faster. In addition, automatically including detailed 
communications records as part of ticket history can help eliminate communication 
breakdowns. The help desk closes tickets faster and ends up with happier internal 
customers.

Easy-to-use applications that automatically scale to  meet usage demands are replacing 
traditional help desk tools that were expensive to buy and complicated to set up. For 
example, custom-designed interactive voice response (IVR) systems that once required 
specialized on-premises hardware are now available in a software as a service or cloud-
based model. These easy-to-build IVRs require no maintenance and can reduce time to 
resolution with intelligent routing and, in some cases, enable self service. 
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Adding mobility to your help desk, increasing 
help desk happiness

Integrating communications into your service management system can help you provide 
better service, which will lead to more satisfied customers. 

Equally important, communications apps can help boost help desk employee satisfaction 
by making it possible for agents to resolve tickets from wherever they are using their own 
devices. This not only increases productivity, it can also boost morale. Like the mobile 
workforce that forms an increasingly large part of a help desk’s customer base, help desk 
employees themselves can also enjoy the benefits of a mobile workplace.
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Conclusion

In the past, integrating communications into service management solutions required such 
a daunting amount of work that it was primarily attempted by large companies. Today, 
thanks to the availability of highly reliable cloud-based tools and pay-as-you-go pricing 
models, this functionality is within the reach of not only large organizations, but small 
businesses and nonprofits, as well.

Indeed, with web-based programming languages and a communications API, it’s possible 
to easily replicate the functionality of even the most complex computer telephony 
integration. Companies of all sizes can enjoy the benefits of powerful communications 
capabilities without the pain or expense of a traditional implementation.


